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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a new fast, iterative algorithm for inter-
active image noise removal. Given the locations of noisy pixels
and a prototype image, the noisy pixels are to be restored in a
natural way. Most existing image noise removal algorithms use ei-
ther frequency domain information (e.g low pass filtering) or spa-
tial domain information (e.g median filtering or stochastictexture
generation). However, for good noise removal, both spatialand
frequency information must be used. The existing algorithms that
do combine the two domains (e.g Gerchberg-Papoulis and related
algorithms) place the limitation that the image be band limited and
the band limits be known. Also, some of these may not work well
when the noisy pixels are contiguous and numerous.

Our algorithm combines the spatial and frequency domain in-
formation by using projection onto convex sets (POCS). But unlike
previous methods it does not need to know image band limits and
does not require the image to be band limited. Results given here
show noise removal from images with texture and prominent lines.
The detailed textures as well as the pixels representing prominent
lines are created by our algorithm for the noise pixels. The algo-
rithm is fast, the cost being a few iterations (usually under10),
each requiring an FFT, IFFT and copying of a small neighborhood
of the noise.

1. INTRODUCTION

Existing noise removal algorithms have difficulty with noise which
(i) consists of many contiguous pixels and(ii) is in a textured area
of image or areas with prominent lines. Note that bytexture we
mean not only small stochastic texture but also small patterns like
fabric texture as shown in middle row of Fig. 3. In addition there
can be prominent systematic lines or lines placed randomly in the
image. The brick wall in the top row of Fig. 3 and the stone
wall in the bottom row of Fig. 3 are examples. Our algorithm for
removal of such noise is based on the theory of projections onto
convex sets. It is a fast iterative algorithm alternating between
the frequency and spatial domains, using the available information
in each domain. Unlike previous POCS based or other iterative
algorithms for noise removal, we place no restrictions on the band
limits of the image. For our algorithm, the image does not have to
be band limited and if it is, the band limits don’t have to be known.

The pixels determined by the algorithm to replace the noise
are (a) as sharp as the surrounding area(b) maintain continuity
of prominent lines running across the noise pixels and(c) have
a texture matching the surrounding texture. While some previ-
ous algorithms were able to remove such noise from images with
stochastic texture or small regularly patterned textures,ours works

on those as well as the more difficult cases of systematic or ran-
domly placed prominent lines. To our knowledge it is the first
application of POCS for interactive image noise removal. POCS
allows the combination and use of frequency and spatial domain
information in an extendible way. Our algorithm works even when
the noisy pixels are contiguous and numerous. The image intensity
can also be non-uniform. But for very large changes in intensity
across an image, an extension to our algorithm is described in [1].
[1] also gives a more detailed description and usage of the algo-
rithm described here.

2. PREVIOUS WORK

Low-pass filtering is a simple method for hiding small isolated
noise in smooth or blurred areas of images. It is not possiblehow-
ever, to retain sharpness of lines and other details. Medianand
similar non-linear filters do better but not when many contiguous
pixels are missing. Another simple technique – copying pixels
from another area of the image may work for stochastic type tex-
ture with no prominent lines. For images with prominent lines
manual alignment of lines is time consuming and error prone.

Recent statistical texture synthesis algorithms [2] that use sec-
ond order statistics have shown remarkable results but don’t work
well in images with long range structure due to computational cost
that increases prohibitively with the distance between correlated
pixels. An example of an image with long range structure or large
features is the brick wall image in the top row of Fig. 3. Another
problem for such methods is texture with prominent lines andir-
regular features like the stone wall image in the third row ofFig.
3.

It is possible to use multi-resolution directional filters and then
work with only single order statistics (histograms) as in [3]. This
could be considered a spatial and frequency domain algorithm.
However this method works only for stochastic texture or small
regular texture. In addition [3] is not a noise removal algorithm.
It is designed for generating large texture areas from sample im-
ages. It cannot be used to generate pixels that maintain continuity
of prominent lines crossing noise pixels while retaining the noise
free pixels.

Recent work on image restoration based on matrix algorithms
[4] has been used for noise removal using smaller matrices than
previously possible. However, [4] does not show examples of
many contiguous noise pixels and indicates that the method may
not work well in such cases. In addition, the image must be band
limited and it’s band limits must be known. Previous algorithms
related to Gerchberg-Papoulis algorithm [5, 6] also place this re-
striction.
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Figure 1: Our algorithm for image noise removal.

In summary,(i) frequency domain algorithms such as low pass
filtering can capture global structure of the image but lose local
control (line continuity, sharpness),(ii) spatial domain algorithms
like median filtering and statistical texture generation [2] have
no information about global structure and work purely with lo-
cal spatial information due to computational constraints,and(iii)
previously known methods for combining the two domains like
Gerchberg-Papoulis [6, 4] or related algorithms or Ferreria’s al-
gorithm [5] require that the image be band limited and the band
limits be known. In addition they may not work well when the
noisy pixels are contiguous and numerous.

The well known reconstruction method of projections onto con-
vex sets (POCS) allows the use ofany information about the image
that can be represented as a closed convex set. For details onthis
see the classic Youla and Webb paper [7]. However, no projections
based algorithms that can remove image noise under the conditions
described in the introduction have been reported so far.

3. OUR ALGORITHM

Fig. 1 gives a flowchart of our algorithm which is an iterative,
prototype based algorithm. The algorithm uses sample (prototype)
and repair subimages which have been selected interactively. See
Fig. 2 for examples of sample and repair subimages which are
shown as dark gray patches. The noisy pixels are indicated bythe
user interactively by creating a mask that covers the noise.These
noisy masks covering the noisy pixels are shown as the black lines
in Fig. 2. The algorithm replaces each noise mask 0 pixel with
a reconstructed value. Thus the mask can be considered to be the
noise in what follows.

The sample subimage (used as a prototype) contributes infor-
mation about the global structure of the image area around the

noise. This is done by using the frequency domain information
of the sample subimage. The repair subimage is the one which
has the noise. The neighborhood of the noise in the repair subim-
age contributes the local spatial information. These two pieces of
information are put together by the algorithm.

Note that simplycopying the sample subimage into the re-
pair subimage would not work. Consider for example the sample
subimage labeledsa in Fig. 2. Clearly, copying this subimage di-
rectly into the areas marked asra would cause a break in the line
of “cement” running horizontally across the two subimages.This
is a key point, that the two subimages are similar but the promi-
nent lines in these arenot aligned. The same can be seen in the
subimages in the bottom image in Fig. 2.

Here we will briefly summarize the algorithm given in the
flowchart. The projectionP1 starts with a repair and sample
subimage and applies a Fourier transform followed by an opera-
tion in frequency domain ending finally with an inverse Fourier
transform. The result ofP1 may not be real and may have real part
which is outside[0, 255]. It is made real and each pixel restricted
to [0, 255] by the projectionP2. Finally P3 applies the spatial
domain constraint, which is to copy the noise free pixels without
change, completing one iteration of the algorithm. The result of
P3 will be used as the repair subimage input for the next cycle. In
the current implementation the user sets the number of iterations.
It is easy to implement other termination criteria.

The algorithm is fast because it usually converges in under 10
iterations and each iteration requires 1 FFT, 1 IFFT and copying,
all performed on a small neighborhood of the noise andnot on the
entire image.

3.1. Phase reconstruction

When the pixels of an image are translated (with wrap around),
the spectrum magnitude stays unchanged (note that when we say
translate we do not mean moving subimage locations within the
image, but rather moving the pixels of a subimage). The repair
subimage can be thought of as a translated, noisy version of the
sample subimage. See for example the sample subimagesa and
the repair subimagera in Fig. 2. The thick horizontal line insa is
nearly in its middle, but not so inra. If the sample subimage was
an exact translated version of the repair subimage without the noise
then removing the noise could be thought of as shifting the sample
subimage to match the features in the noisy repair subimage.

Translating the sample subimage amounts to adjusting its phase,
hence the connection with phase reconstruction algorithmsof as-
tronomy [8] and other fields. The difference is that in our for-
mulation of the problem, only approximate information about the
desired spectrum magnitude and some information (pixels outside
the noise area) about the spatial domain nature of the image are
available. From these, the phase must be reconstructed and the
magnitude must be improved.

3.2. Constraints and projections used

The key step in using POCS is finding the right convex sets and
defining the projections correctly. The constraints or closed convex
sets (Ci) and projections (Pi) onto these are given below. After
defining these we give a brief intuitive justification for selection
of these convex sets and projections. In these equationsr0 is the
given noisy repair subimage multiplied by the binary noise mask
ands is the sample subimage. LetR = FFT(r) andS = FFT(s).
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Figure 2: Repair and sample subimages for Fig. 3. Black line
is noise mask, sample and repair subimages are shown as dark
patches. Features in sample and repair don’t have to be aligned e.g
the thick horizontal line insa andra.

Then define

C1 = {r : |R(u, v)| ≤ |S(u, v)| for(u, v) 6= (0, 0)}.

To defineP1(r), let

M =

{

min(|R(u, v)|, |S(u, v)|) if (u, v) 6= (0, 0)
|R(0, 0)| otherwise

Then defineP1(r) = IFFT(Mei phase(R)). The next two convex
sets and corresponding projections are simpler and can be written
as follows. Define

C2 = {r : r(j, k) is real and0 ≤ r(j, k) ≤ 255}.

Then define the projection operationP2(r) as : Set imaginary
component ofr(j, k) to 0, clip to [0, 255]. Define

C3 = {r : r(j, k) = r0(j, k) for (j, k) in noise-free area}.

Now let w be a binary mask with 0 at noise locations. Then
P3(r) = r(1 − w) + r0w. The algorithm can now be written
as

r0 = given noisy repair subimage

rn+1 = P3P2P1rn.

An intuitive justification for the selection of these convexsets
and projections is as follows. Noise of the type discussed inthis
paper introduces high magnitude values in the spectrum. In most
real images, the sample spectrum can only be used as a hint. Using
the sample spectrum magnitude while ignoring the repair spectrum
magnitude would lose the known information of the repair subim-
age. Also, such a constraint would not be a convex set. Hence the
minimum is used, which reduces the effect of noise while retaining
some information of the repair subimage spectrum.

The reason for retaining the DC component is that taking the
minimum for DC can cause the overall brightness of the image to
be reduced. This also allows the algorithm to be somewhat robust
to differences in the intensity of repair and sample subimages (for
very severe differences in intensity, an extension is givenin [1]).
We rely on the human operator to select a sample that is similar to
the repair subimage. Note thatC1 is closed and convex because it
is a special case ofCM (∆) on pp. 86 of [7] which is proven to be
closed and convex there. Proof that the otherCi are closed and con-
vex is simple. The justification for usingC2 is that we know that
pixel values must be real and between 0 and 255.C3 is justified
because the area outside noise pixels is known to be correct.The
previous frequency domain operationP1 affects the repair subim-
age globally. Thus the pixels known to be noise free should be
replaced using the original known values in each iteration.

4. RESULTS

Fig. 3 shows noise removal from images with stochastic and regu-
lar textures and prominent systematic and random lines. Theblack
line running across the first image of each pair in Fig. 3 is thenoise
mask which is treated as the noise by the algorithm. The images
on the right are the reconstructed images after 10 iterations of our
algorithm. The dark patches in Fig. 2 show the location of sample
and repair subimages.

The detailed textures as well as the pixels representing promi-
nent lines are created as replacement for the noise pixels byour
algorithm. Note that simple copying of say,sa into ra would have
caused a break in the thick horizontal line in these subimages (“ce-
ment” between the bricks).

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

A fast iterative algorithm for combining frequency and spatial do-
main information for image noise removal has been described.
With a few exceptions, most previous algorithms like low-pass fil-
tering, median filtering and statistical texture generation [2], have
worked in only one domain. The few previous algorithms for com-
bining frequency and spatial domain information [6, 4] require the
image to be band limited, require that the band limits be known
and may not work well when many contiguous pixels are noisy.
Our algorithm does not place this limitation.

The algorithm described is extendible in a clean way. For ex-
ample, any constraints or information about images that canbe
formulated as a closed convex set can be added easily. Thus the
effectiveness of a novel interactive use of POCS has been demon-
strated. The work presented here involves four important concepts
– (i) sample subimages as prototypes for repair subimages(ii) pro-
jection onto convex sets for noise removal,(iii) combining fre-
quency and spatial domain information and,(iv) the new constraint
C1 and the projectionP1 described in Section 3.2.

These allow the reconstruction to generate texture matching



Figure 3: Removal of noise from images with large regular (bricks), small regular (fabric) and large irregular (stones)features. Left column
is noisy image, right column shows result after 10 iterations of our algorithm. Images are377 × 222, and noise approx. 9, 4 and 8 pixels
wide.

the surroundings, maintain sharpness and maintain line continu-
ity across the replaced pixels even when the noise pixels to be
replaced are contiguous and many in number. An important ap-
plication of this algorithm is in the field of film post production
for removing wires used in special effects scenes. Another impor-
tant application is in restoring old films and photographs that have
become scratched.

An extension that allows the repair and sample subimage to
differ substantially in shading and another that makes the image
noise mask soft edged are described in [1]. A simple color re-
sult applying the algorithm to R, G and B separately is also shown
there. Other improvements in implementation are obvious. These
include brush like strokes for painting over the noisy area,removal
of perspective distortion between the sample and repair subimages.
A multi-frame extension that uses computation done in one frame
to help in repair of subsequent or previous frames is anotherarea
for future work. Our application to color images is naive anda bet-
ter algorithm for color images is also needed. All these are issues
that we are currently working on.
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